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a) Define Thermodynamics, Write any two timitatigldi it.
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"'9lnstructions to Candidates :

1. Do not write anything on question paper except Seat No,
2. Graph or diagram should be drawn with the black ink pen being

paper or black HB pencil.
3. Students should note, no supplement will be provided.
4. All questions are compulsory.
5. Figures to right indicates full marks.
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1. Solve any five.
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b) What is compressibility factor, Write its f

c) Draw a neat, well labelled diagram of

d) Write applieation & dissolution in

e) State and explain Ficks first diffusion.

ii) Write a de.pl note on basket type dissolution test apparatus.

between exothermic and endothermic reaction with suitable

various factors affecting dissolution.

Define various thermodynamics process.

Write a note on x-ray crystallography.
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Solve any one.

a) Define aerosols and propellants, Discuss principle and mechanism behind
aerosol solution.

b) Define polymorphism classify polymor
polymorphism and defection technique
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4. Solve any five.

a) Define ideal and real solution.

b) State and explain Faradays first law of

c) Discuss various official terms to expre

d) Discuss effect of dilution on specifi

e) Define electrolyte and non-electrol

f) Define colligative properties enlist t

S) Draw graph of conductometric titra
oI

5" Solve any four.

i) Discuss factors affecting solubility of in liquids.

ii) Define electrolysis and explain F first law of electrolysis in details.

iii) Drscuss Rast Camphor ,"thq6fJr. tr""ring point depression.

iv) Define solvents and clasq!$various solvents in details.

v) What are advantagealbf conductometric titration.
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vi) Define complex5h'write pharmaceutical application of complexes.
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nt on positive and negative deviation from

tometric titration, discuss in details of
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